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•3	major	tipping	points?

•our	planet
•apotheosis	of	technology
•our	evolution
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the beginnings of the ‘Sixth Great Extinction’,17 or what Dirzo, Professor 
of Biology at Stanford, designates as the era of ‘Anthropocene defauna-
tion’,18 because whilst previous extinctions were driven by natural plane-
tary transformations (or catastrophic asteroid strikes), the current die-off 
arises from human activity. Fifty percent of all species could be extinct by 
the end of the century.19

It is important not to be apocalyptic about these trends; most writers in 
the field are determinedly optimistic that things can be done to arrest 
this trend.20 Still, this phase of history can reasonably be termed as piv-
otal because the following questions are being asked. Are we close to the 
point where ‘the modernisation process is complete and nature is gone for 
good’21 - leaving nothing but us? Are we closer to the point where the eco-
logical balance of our planetary home can no longer support civilisation? 
The justifiable fear is that a sudden point of no return may be reached 
(that phenomenon of ‘emergence’ or critical disruption) because of our 
slowness in apprehending the level of danger. Hope resides in the estab-
lishment of this issue into the centre of our collective consciousness, and 
through that the development of all means – not just the hope of a tech-
no-fix – to restore the balance.

In summary: how can we thrive if our planet does not?
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endeavour. The idea that human beings are the source of meaning as well 
as power is about to be challenged.

Technology is now extending our cognitive capacity. And there are count-
less things that only a human can do at this present time, and that no com-
puter yet seems close to. But how can we ensure that humans can thrive, as 
this relationship unfolds and the balance shifts?

Pivot 3    Homo sapiens – now subject to  
               our own design?
This disruptive change in the relationship between technology and hu-
mans brings us to the third great shift: the pivotal point that our own spe-
cies has reached in its capacity to intervene in its own evolution. Yuval 
Noah Harari, in Sapiens: A Brief History of Humankind,30 masterfully plots 
the progress of humans through key turning points over time. He sees 
these shifts occurring over four revolutions: 

• Cognitive: we developed language, conceptualisation, co-operation.
• Agricultural: we domesticated nature, and made permanent settle-

ments.
• Scientific: we ‘admitted ignorance’ and developed the scientific method.
• Industrial: we created new ways to convert energy and produce things.

These revolutions have set in motion a process that now threatens the eco-
logical balance of the planet. They have also created the environments to 
which our species has adapted:
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have long been physically enhanced by technology (the majority of adults 
now have something – glasses, a new hip, pacemaker, dental implants 
or lens replacements). A range of artefacts (from wheelchairs to bicycle 
gears) can now be controlled through thoughts transmitted by headsets. 
The convergence, through implants or by other means, of human bodies 
with artificial intelligence is currently being researched. This is sometimes 
referred to as ‘transhumanism’ or ‘superintelligence’.35 Nick Bostrom, the 
leading thinker in this field, argues persuasively that the future impact of 
artificial intelligence is perhaps the most important issue the human race 
has ever faced: the potential for designing our own evolution. It is entirely 
possible that human beings are not an evolutionary end point, but that 
we are destined to evolve further, playing a major role in the design and 
direction of the process. Scholars now discuss this shift in terms of the un-
coupling of intelligence from consciousness – the capacity to feel.36 

If the evidence and arguments presented above are accepted, then a num-
ber of things follow:

• Never in human history has such a set of profound shifts or pivots 
been faced within such a short time. They are without precedent.

• Not all trends are inevitable. Opportunities sit side by side with 
great threats. The actions we (and particularly the young) take in 
the coming decades will be critical. It is as fallacious to resign to 
an apocalyptic nightmare, as it is to pretend that the future will be 
like the past.
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IN	GROUPS…

▸Discuss	which	of	these	‘tipping	points’	or	global	
trends	seem	to	you	to	be	the	most	significant

▸Are	there	any	trends	of	which	you	are	sceptical or	
doubtful?

▸Are	there	any	which	important	ones	which	you	
think	have	been	omitted?



Some	new	learning	goals?















IN	GROUPS…

▸Look	at	the	pattern	of	learning	goals	as	a	whole
▸How	adequate	are	they	in	capturing	an	agenda	
for	thriving	in	the	C21st?

▸Do	they	provide	a	strong	basis	for	directing	the	
changes	you	would	want	to	see?

▸What	are	you	doing	in	your	school	– perhaps	at	
the	periphery	– which	could	be	built	upon?


